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ABSTRACT

Web service orchestration languages are defined to describe business processes composed of Web services. A business process can fail for many reasons, such as faulty Web services or mismatching messages. It is important to find out which Web services are responsible for a failed business process because we could penalize these Web services and exclude them from the business process in the future. In this paper, we propose a model-based approach to diagnose the faults in a Web service-composed business process. We convert a Web service orchestration language, BPEL4WS, into synchronized automata, so that we have a formal description of the topology and variable dependency of the business process. After an exception is thrown, the diagnoser can calculate the business process execution trajectory based on the formal model and the observed evolution of the business process. The faulty Web services are deduced from the variable dependency on the execution trajectory.
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INTRODUCTION

Web services not only function as middleware for application invocation and integration, but also function as a modeling and management tool for business processes. In a Service Oriented Architecture paradigm, a business process can be composed of Web services distributed over the Internet. This kind of business processes can be flexible and optimal by using the best services from multiple companies. Various Web service process description languages are designed by standard bodies and companies. Among them,
Service (BPEL4WS, denoted as BPEL after) (Andrews, Curbera, Dholakia, Goland, et al., 2003) is the de facto standard used to describe an executable Web service process. In this article, we study the behavior of a business process described in BPEL.

As any other systems, a business process can fail. For a Web service process, the symptom of a failure is that exceptions are thrown and the process halts. As the process is composed of multiple Web services, it is important to find out which Web services are responsible for the failure. If we could diagnose the faulty Web services, we could penalize these Web services and exclude them from the business process in the future. The current throw-and-catch mechanism is very preliminary for diagnosing faults. It relies on the developer associating the faults with exceptions at design time. When an exception is thrown, we say certain faults occur. But this mechanism does not guarantee the soundness and the completeness of diagnosis.

In this article, we propose a model-based approach to diagnose faults in Web service processes. We convert the basic BPEL activities and constructs into synchronized automata whose states are presented by the values of the variables. The process changes from one state to another by executing an action, for example, assigning variables, receiving or emitting messages in BPEL. The emitting messages can be a triggering event for another service to take an action. The diagnosing mechanism is triggered when exceptions are thrown. Using the formal model and the runtime observations from the execution of the process, we can reconstruct the unobservable trajectories of the Web service process. Then the faulty Web services are deduced based on the variable dependency on the trajectories. Studying the fault diagnosis in Web service processes serves the ultimate goal of building self-manageable and self-healing business processes.

This article is organized as follows: the Advanced Fault Management for Web Service Processes section analyzes the fault management tasks in Web service processes and motivates the use of Model-based Diagnosis (MBD) for Web services monitoring and diagnosis; The Principle of Model-based Diagnosis for Discrete Event Systems section presents the principles for MBD; the Modeling Web Service Processes with Discrete-Event Systems section formally defines the way to generate an automaton model from a BPEL description; the Model-based Diagnosis for Web Service Processes section extends the existing MBD techniques for Web service monitoring and diagnosis; the Related Work and Discussion section is the related work, and lastly is the Conclusion section.

ADVANCED FAULT MANAGEMENT FOR WEB SERVICE PROCESSES

A Web service process can run down for many reasons. For example, a composed Web service may be faulty, an incoming message mismatches the interface, or the Internet is down. The symptom of a failed Web service process is that exceptions are thrown and the process is halted. The current fault handling mechanism is throw-and-catch, similar to programming languages. The exceptions are thrown at the places where the process cannot be executed. The catch clauses process the exceptions, normally to recover the failure effects by executing predefined actions.

The throw-and-catch mechanism is very preliminary for fault diagnosis. The exception reports where it happened and returns some fault information. The exceptions can be regarded as associated with certain faults. When an exception is thrown, we deduce that its associated fault occurred. Customized exceptions are especially defined for this purpose. This kind of association relations rely on the empirical knowledge of the developer. It may not be a real cause of the exceptions. In addition, there may exist multiple causes of an exception which are unknown to the developer. Therefore, the current throw-and-catch mechanism does not provide sound and complete diagnosis. For example, when a Web service throws an exception about
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